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ABSTILJ\CT

The present study focuses on the investigation of the influence of teaching facilities and

teacher training on the attitu des of educators towards the implementation of inclusive

education.

. As a result of South Africa's particular history of inequalities and discrimination, and the

context recent rapid social changes, most schools do not even have basic resources and

are experiencing a serious breakdown in the culture of learning. These fuctors are viewed

as part of the major challenges to educators and the policy of inclusion. If these factors

are not addressed, they act as major barriers to learning and development, thereby

resulting in the exclusion of many learners. The right of all learners to basic education is

underwritten by the policy of inclusive education . Atta inment of an educational right,

therefore, focuses on the need to ensure that all learners, including learners with special

educational needs (LSEN), are able to access equitable educational opportunities that will

allow them to achieve to their potential.

Inclusive education constitutes a challenge to the education system as a whole and in

particular to educators in mainstream classrooms. The educators in South African schools

are currently being expected to make major changes in the way they understand teaching

and learning in the process of adapting to an entirely new curriculum. Teachers are

expected to have the knowledge and skills to accommodate a range of diversity among

learners. In international literature, it has been found that positive attitudes in educators

towards inclusive education, play an important role in the successful implementation of

an inclusive educational policy. From the literature, it becomes clear that, should

educator's attitudes towards inclusion be negative, their teaching abilities in the inclusive

classroom will be negatively affected.

Xl



In order to achieve the goal of this study, a survey questionnaire which was completed by

fitly educators (White and African) was conducted. The reseacher was able to determine

the influence of teaching.facilities and teacher training on the attitudes of primary school

educators towards implementation of inclusive education.

From analysis of the data, it became apparent that these primary school educator's attitude

was largely positive but they felt incompetent because of their lack of knowledge and

skills, and because of the lack of teaching facilities and resources.

XlI



INTRODUCTION ANn ORn~N'i"AT{ON OF THE ST -DY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to present the orientation of the study. The contextual

background will be provided together with the purpose of the proposed study.

. Thereafter the research questions will be formulated. The research design and

methods to be employed to achieve the set goals will also be discussed briefly.

Finally, the layout and sequence of the study will be discussed.

1.2 THE CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

During the past twenty years, the intergration of learners with disabilities into

regular school programmes has emerged as one of the most significant social and

educational challenges facing communities around the world. In line with

international thinking, South African education is moving towards a policy of

inclusion. This is reflected in education policy and legislation de eloped after

1994 . Inclusive education emphasizes the accomodation of all kinds of diversity,

including diverse learning needs, within ordinary classrooms (Engelbrecht, Green,

Naicker & Engel brec ht, 1999).

Ed uca tion in South Africa, prior to 1994, was organised according to apartheid

policies that promoted segregation, and also led to fragmented and unequal

education (National Department of Education, 1997). According to the final report

of the National Commission on Special Needs in Education and Training

(NCSNET) and the National Committee on Education Support Services (NCESS)

(National Department of Education , 1997), legislation of the time entrenched

inequalit ies by inst itutionalising racial segregation" labelling learners with barriers

<- I . .. I .L 1 • he"ro iearmng B.nJ development ano separat ing ( ern Hom tneir peers. In the

Apartheid era, polic ies and practices were designed to perpetrate inequalities along

racia l tin..-::-: (National Departm ent of Education" 1997).



'{he changes that are ia;(lng place within~I.th Africa are, occuring against a

background of international developments. in June 1994, the Spanish Ministry-of

Education and Science, in conjunct ion \.\'ith the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), held an international conference

in Salamanca in Spain . TIle purpose of th is conference was to develop an

internat ional policy doc ument on spec ial needs education (UNESCO~ 1994) and

this provides a setting for South Africa to adopt the principle of inclusion in

education.. According to E ngelbrecht.. et al ( 1 999)~ regard ing the development of

an inclusive philosophy in schools, the Salamanca statement, on principles, poli cy

end practice in special needs education, proclaims that regular schools with an

inclusive orientation are:

..... the most effective means ofcombating discriminatory attitudes,

creating 'welcoming communities, building an inclusive society

and achieving education for all, moreover they provide an effective

education to the majority ofchildren and improve the efficiency and

ultimately the cost-effectiveness ofthe entire education sysytem (UNESCO, 1994).

\N11en one studies the literature on countries where inclusive education policies

have already evolved, it becomes apparent that the attitude of the ordinary school

teachers towards inclusion, plays an important role. This does not only apply to the

acquisition of new skills, but more importantly, to the totally new approach that

they need to have towards teaching. A paradigm shift needs to be made for L.-

successful implementation of inclusion.

According to Engelbrecht, et a1 (1999), teachers in South African schools are

currently being expected to make major changes, in the way they understand

teaching and learning in the process of adapting to an entirely new curriculum.

Since teachers are the people who make learning possible, their own attitudes,

t.,~Jje!~; and feelings with regard to what is happening in the school and in the

r::b ssmom are of cru cial importance.



The education of children with special needs ~ rill largely occur within the c-Ontext

.of regular schools, and will become the responsibility ofthe regular classroom

teacher. Of equal importance to the development of teachers' skills and

. competencies, is the need tC]1" regular teachers to develop positive attitudes towards

children with disabilities. This is necessary if the notion of inclusive education is

to be successful (Tait & Purdie, 2000). According to Hegarty (l994), the ability to

successfully instruct students in any setting requires more than training, it requires

that teachers feel empowered to apply new skill" and competencies.

Teaching pupils with special needs in the regular classroom no doubt causes

deviations from the regular programme. Special needs may require more

instruction, implementation of other learning methods and additional professional

knowledge. In addition to this , the facilities essential for educating learners with

disabilities may be found to be lacking or grossly inadequate. In which case,

teachers will feel the need to expand their resources, time, materials and

knowledge (Pijl and Meijer, 1997).

In summary, teachers' attitudes, available instruction time, the knowledge and

skills of teachers and the teaching methods on hand seem to be important

prerequisites for special needs teaching in regular settings (Pijl and Meijer, L997).

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is, firstly, to identify the attitudes ofprimary school

educators towards inclusive education and, secondly, to determine the teaching

facilities and teaching training that influences attitudes towards inclusive

education. The goal of this study is to begin to examine factors that contribute to ~..

teachers' ability to meet the educational needs of students with special needs in

inclusive settings. In order to do this, the study will assess teachers' in-service

training needs regarding inclusive educational services necessary to promote

inclusive education.



The ability to successfully instruct students in any setting requires more than

training, it requires that teachers feel empowered to apply new skills and

competencies (Hegarty, 1994). This present study attempts to investigate the

influence of teaching facilities arid teacher training on the attitudes ofeducators

towards the implementation of inclusive education.

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study is concerned with the investigation of the influences of teaching

facilities and teacher training on the attitudes of primary school educators towards

the implementation of inclusive education.

In the course of addressing this broad aim, the following research questions will be

considered:

• What attitudes do primary educators hold toward the integration of learners with

special needs into their school settings?

.... Does formal training in special education influence the attitudes ofeducators?

..Do the resources essential for educating learners with disabilities influence the

attitudes of educators?

1..5 RATIONALE

Rajecki (Mushoriwa, 2001) argues that attitudes are such an important area of

study because they influence so much of our personal lives. To him, attitudes

include desires, convictions, feelings, views, opinions, beliefs, hopes" judgements

and sentiments. The study of attitudes is thus important because there is a general

belief that human behavior and actions are influenced by attitudes.

Teachers are human beinzs with individual attitudes to difference and disability
~ ,

form ed in a context of prevailing social attitudes. Many may initially resist the

notion of inclusion. International research suggests that teachers with little

experience of people with disabilities are likely to have negative attitudes to

inclusion (Coates, 1989 cited in Engelbrecht, et aI, 1999). It has also been found,

however, that expe rience tends to change attitudes.

4



Many teachers in South Africa work with learners who have been "mainstreamed

by default" (Donald, 1993) .Experjence~ therefore, may have changed attitudes.

Da vies & Green (1998) found {hat a number of South African teachers in

mainstream classrooms will be, and in many cases already are, accommodating

learners with a diverse range of needs (Engelbrecht, et at, L999).

1.6 RESEARCH DESIGN AND :~lETHODS

1.6.1 The Research Design

As the study is about people and their attitudes and is intended to arrive at a deeper

understanding or these attitudes, the appropriate research design that was selected

is the qualitative research design. The population included primary school

educators in e'Ihekwini Region in KwazuIu Natal province.

1.6.2 Data Collection

A two-part questionnaire was used to collect data. Part one of the questionnaire

was designed to obtain biographical data ofeducators in four primary schools. Part

two of the questionnaire was used to ascertain the attitudes of educators towards

the implementation of inclusive education.

1.6.3 Procedure

The questionnaires were handed to the subjects in the four primary schools and

was returned to the researcher upon completion.

1.7 ORGANISATION OF CILt\PTERS

Chapter One: This chapter has provided the introduction to the study. It has also

outlined the purpose and the notion for this study.

Cha pter Two: This chapter reviews literature on teacher attitudes on inclusive

education and factors that may contribute to att itude changes in education.

Cha pter Three: A theoretical overview is presented in this study.

Cha pter Four: This chapter provides a description of the research methodology,

research instruments and the procedures employed to analyze the data.

5



:rn~p-t or Fiv. ~: The research data arc represented for the research findings and

results arc reported.

I~ : Ilter Six: In this chapter, discussion and interpretation of findings will be

nrovided for an interpretation and discussion of the result.

C~;m!g Seven : This final chapter concludes the-study ind icating the limitation of

the study and makes recommendations .

1.8 CONCIJUSION

C hapter 1 outlined the context and purpose for the study ofthe.influence of

teaching facilities and teacher training on the attitudes ofeducators towards the

implementation of inclusive education. The reseach questions were also outlined,

followed by an exposition of the research design as well as the research methods

selected. Lastly, the layout and sequence of the study was discussed.

6



CHAPTER T \VO

Li TERAl1.JP.E n.EVIE\V

. . 2.1 INTRODUCTION

.The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of teaching facilities and

teacher training on the attitudes of educators towards the implementation of

inclusive education.The focus of this review is to examine international research,

which bears relevance to the following critical questions that frame this study:

1. What attitudes do primary school educators hold toward the intergration of

learners with special needs into their local school setting?

2. Does formal training in special education influence the attitudes ofeducators?

3. Do the resources essential fur educating learners with disabilities influence the

~·.. titudes ofeducators?.:t t u "' . _-"u .., . ..,.

The main purpose of this chapter is to review selected literature relating to

inclusive education and influence of teaching resources and teacher training on

teacher atti tudes . As there is little research done in South Africa, much of the

literature reviewed is international. The review will include an investigation of

teacher attitudes towards the implementation of inclusion, with special focus on

internat ional and national perspectives.

2.2 CLi,IUFJCATION OF CONCEPTS

The intention of this research project is to elicit the attitudes ofprimary school

educators towards the implementation of inclusive education. The central concepts

contained in the purpose of the study will be clarified.

A simple definition of the concept "attitude' informed in this study is by Ajzen

(1988) who states that an atti tude is a "disposition to respond favourably or

unfavcurably to an nt~je~t, person, inst itution, or event".

7



Fer example, inclusion could he an object being seen as favourable or

unfavourable . According to Lefton (1982) and Henerson, Morris and Fitzgibbon '

(1978), attitude re fers to the pattern of opinions, feelings, beliefs, values,

perceptions and behaviour tendencies towards other people, ideasor objects - a

pattern which is relatively enduring.

In th is study, attitudes are defined operationally as scores obtained on an attitude

rating scale in a prepared questionnaire. A subject's response to a questionnaire

statement is taken as an option . The scores show the point ofview the subject has

on a particular matter of interest. TIley will also show how somebody perceives a

certain topic in question.

2.2.2 Implementation

Hopkins (1991) views implementation as a phase ofattempting to use an

innovation. It is perceived as a process and entails coming to terms and working

with a new idea over a period of time. This study looks at this process in the case

of inclusive education.

2.2.3 Malastreaming or integration

Mainstreaming refers to integrating learners with disabilities into regular schools

and classrooms}providing maximum opportunities not only to join in usual school

activ ities but also to be "counted in" among their non-disabled peers (Engelbrecht,

et al, 1999).

Mainstreaming can mean different things to different people, but most would agree

with Cantrell and Cantrell's statement, cited by Apter (1982), that

"mainstreaming", simply stated, requires that "exceptional children" be educated

in the same environment as all other children wherever possible (Green, 1991).

8



;~>Jr~l.ijlg :(lgc-th f~r S'PD extends the sco pe of the school so that it can include a

In;:;ksion fo llows from integration (mainstreaming) but diners from it in that, in

in tl;~ gr::J.t;nn, the school must make adjustments to accommodate or include the

child. There is a ~,h in from the child to the environment; what the environment

(school) can do for the child with educational needs (Mushoriwa, 2001). For

Ainscow (1995) integration means going to school (as a visitor) while inclusion

Il1e2D:: participating in school life.

.
A DEVEI...Or'MENTAL PERSPECTIVE ON INCLUSIVE

F"H ~·C AlTI()N__..JU l J" . ,,~'\.. . ~ .

Desai & Pillay (1993) maintain that the conceptual and research literature on

nta~: "::; lTeaming has consistently demonstrated that one ofthe most significant

fa;~': '~ ~ ~-s in ensuring successful integration at school level is dependent upon

favourable attitudes held by teachers.

'j\ i::;instrcf'.,nini , a term coined by the Americans, is used synonymously with the

term 'integration' 'used by the Bri tish. Both these terms are used interchangeably.

'Integrat ion' is generally used to refer to '3 variety of non-segregated settings and

also a process cf increasing participation in the mainstream' (Booth, 2000).

In other words, mai nstreaming implies placement of a learner in the existing

system of ed ucation without making approp riate changes within the system in

.• . .' t <I . - d f· . .accoroaoce wrtn the SP~CltlC nee so the reamer. Integration, on the ether han d.

ItX particula r needs (lethe learner, for example, instituting pull-out programmes

and prov iding special ( )3: remedial facilities.



Inclusion is the focus of worldwide educational reform . An inclusive philosophy

· has become central to the educational policies of large numbers ofdeveloped and

·developing countries and has emerged as an important ~1JeCt of international

discussion about how best to respond to learners ho experience difficulties in

·school (Engelbrecht, et a1. 1. 999). Inclusion, within the international context,

developed as a result of an effort to overcome the shortcomings of accommodating

and supporting learners with disabilities within mainstream education that

·characterized integration.

In the South African context, inclusive education can bedefined as a system of

ed ucation that is responsive to the diverse needs oflearners. The National

Commission on Special Needs in Education and Training (NCSNEf) and the

National Committee for Education Support Services (NCESS) report (Department

of National Education, 1997) provides sufficient clarity in this regard: The separate

systems ofeducation which presently exist ("special" and "ordinary") need to be

integrated to provide one system which is able to recognise and respond to the

diverse needs of the learner population. Within this integrated system, a range of

options for education provision and support services should be provided. The

system of education should be structured in such a way that irrespective ofthe

leam ing context, opportunities for facilitating integration and inclusion of the

learn er in ~i :J aspects of life should be provided (Engelbrecht, et al, 1999).

1..4 A:rrrTUDES OF T EACHERS TOWARDS INCLUSION

Exploring teachers ' attitudes is significant because the teacher is the ultimate key

to educational change and school improvement (Hargreaves, 1994); she or he is in

the forefront of implementing stated policies with constructed educational realities.

A$1\1ousky, etal in Viachou (1997) has stated,' it is difficult to develop policies

';.,,-hicil define "what will be" w ithout careful cons ideration of ''what is" in terms of

10



1'1:-:3,::1:1.:.1"'3 arc human beings with individual attitudes to difference and disability,

;!_'1nned in a context of prevail utg sccia] attitudes (Enge lbrecht, 1997). M any may

initia lly resist the notion of inciusion. Wade and Moore (1992), feel that the

mainstreaming policy has led to some resistance on the part of teachers unfamiliar

. with the handicaps and disabilities they now face in the classroom, They ascribe

th is resistance to having grown out of earlier policies of segregation, which have

caused a stigma to be attached to handicapped people, resulting in non-acceptance

of these people in " normal" environments.

2.4~1 National developments

. Inthe Apartheid era, policies and practices were designed to perpertrate

inequalities along racial lines. Naicker(1995) maintains that the first democratic

elections, on the Tfh of April 1994, marked the end of the apartheid era in South

Afr ica . Previously, South Africa was ruled by a white minority which ensured

segregation in all aspects oflife, from education to sport

W ith the advent of a new South Africa, various mechanisms were put into plan in

all aspects of li fe. In the case of specialized education, the initiatives began with

the setting up of national and regional policy groups, and the African National

Congress (ANC) was one of the first political parties to develop a policy (Naicker,

1995, Department ofNational Education, 19%). At a national level, a government

paper attempted to provide a regional framework for specialized education in the

nine provinces and strategic management teams, representing various stakeholders

worked to develop new policies.

The teacher is the ultimate key to educational change and school improvement.

Teachers do not merely deli ver the curricuJum. They develop, define it and

.interpret it too. It is what teachers think, what teachers believe and what teachers

do at the level of the classroom that ultimately shapes the ki nd oflearning that

young people receive (Vlachou, 1997, Hargreaves , 1994).

. \L



Engelbrecht.et al (1999) main tain that teachers in South African schools are

current ly being expected to make major changes in the way they understand

teaching and learning in the process of adapting to an entirely new curriculum.

'th ere is; ofcourse danger that inclusion could simply become a name for past

practices, or that such radical change is simply seen as a symptom or an effect of

'policy hysteria'..... creating a climate of confusion and contradiction tor

educational development (Allan, 1999). The fact that many teachers in South

Africa work with learners who have been "mainstreamed by default" (Donald,

1993) is in some sense an advantage. Davies & Green (1998) found that a number

ofSouth African teachers in mainstream classrooms were positively disposed

towards inclusion. Teachers in mainstream classrooms will beand in many cases

already are accommodating learners with a diverse range ofneeds.

International research suggests that teachers with little experience ofpeople with

disabilities are likely to have negative attitudes to inclusion (Coates, 1989; Mittler,

1995; Engelbrecht, et aI, 1999).

2.4.2 International developments

These are few studies of teacher attitudes towards the implementation of inclusive

education (Booth & Ainscow, 1998). What is therefore disturbing is that in many

countries, inclusive education is being introduced before thorough studies on the

acceptability of inclusive education are conducted (Mushoriwa, 2001).

Teachers' attitudes towards the inclusion/integration ofchildren with disabilities in

mainstream settings have been researched by many authors. In each of the five

UNESCO world regions, it was found that educators' perceptions of integration

differed significantly across and within countries according to various factors: the

existence or not of a moderate law favouring integration, the amount and type of

their training, their experience of learners with potentially 'handicapping'

conditions, and the supportavailablein ordinary schools (Vlachou, 1997). , .

f .....,

J . :.



Specifically, it was found that educators ' attitudes were positive towards the

. integration of ,delicate' learn ers, learners with physical handicaps, specific learning

difficulties and speech 'defects' ~ while they revealed less positive attitudes towards

the integration of learners with severe mental disability and learners with multiple

disabilities .

This study was based on a 'hierachy ofpreference' list ofdisability groups which

hasalso been used in other studies (Hegarty and Pocklington, 1981). Within the

literature on attitudes towards inclusion, there have been various studies conducted

in some countries which have shown that negative attitudes have developed in

many teachers who have been involved in inclusion.

From Mushoriwas's (2001) personal experience and observations in some African

countries, such as Uganda, Kenya and Malawi, where itinerant teaching

programmes which support children with visual impairment have been established

to r many years, there is little evidence of change in teacher attitudes towards

inclusion. Even in some developed countries, there are indications that some

teachers do not welcome children with certain disabilities.

In a study by Booth & Ainscow (1998, cited in Mushoriwa, 2001) in the

Netherlands, it was found that many pupils who had been included in a regular

class wanted to go back to their special schools after suffering isolation and

stigmatisation in the regular class. This, ofcourse, negatively affected their

learning and development.

In a study by Mushoriwa (2001) on the attitude of primary school teachers in

EIarare, Zimbabwe, towards the inclusion of blind children in regular classes, it

"VaS established that the majority of teachers had a negative attitude towards the

'[i(,,:'J::> ion of the children in regular classes.



Research by Murphy (1996) in a study of22 schools in Colorado, related that 70%

ofthe respondents agreed that inclusion would work well in their schools. But the

same study goes on to say that 6m!') of the respondents disagreed that regular

ed ucation staff want exceptionalstudents in their classes full-time.

The research indicated that although teachers indicated inclusion is a good concept

and would work well in their schools, the attitudes ofthe teachers indicated a

different response. The teachers were opposed to implementing the concept

(Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1996; Murphy, 1996).

Margolis & McGettigan (1988) Vlachou & Barton (1994) ascribe negative ~

attitudes, identified in teachers in studies done in the United States ofAmerica,

Canada and the United Kingdom, to the following factors:

.. Teachers not perceiving LSEN to be receiving adequate support within the

regular class environment and also feeling that the needs ofthe majority of

children in front of them may be neglected as attention is focused on LSEN

(Vlachou & Barton, 1994).

.. Teachers being resistant to change - finding it threatening, and having to

change the proven teaching methods to accommodate LSEN (Margolis &

McGettigan, 1988);

" Teachers sometimes feeling threatened if they are faced with too many diverse

needs in their classrooms at one time (Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1996);

.. Teachers feeling resistant to the objectionable way that the inclusion policy

was imposed on them, where they were forced to make changes, causing a

detrimental effect on teachers' self esteem and job satisfaction (Vlachou &

Barton, 1994);

..Teachers feeling that the same classification system, according towh ich

children may be removed from the general class for certain periods in order to

receive specialised attention, may have labelled and stigmatised these children -

putting the focus on failure, rather than prevention (Coates, 1989) and;
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,~ .. r eachers feeling snowed-under by the vast amount ofpaperwork: involved in

.outcomes based education, where indivi dual education programs have to be

"developed for each child (Engelbrecht, 1996).

A number of studies have found a positive shift in terms ofteachers' attitudes

tovlards inclusion-The studies in other countries like Denmark, Sweden, England

and Netherlands, showed that educators in regular education welcomed, in

principle, the idea that learners with special needs should go to regular schools and

grow up with other learners (Clark, Dyson and Millward, 1995). As soon as

integration was given concrete form by the placement ofa special need learner in

the regular classroom, however, educators started to show concern and to raise

objections.

Educators were afraid that knowledge and skills were insufficient and that the

placement would have a negative effect on the learners in the classroom (Allan,

1999).

Research in the United States indicates considerable variability among regular

school educators in their attitudes towards inclusive education. While some were

positively oriented towards receiving disabled children into their classrooms

(Reynolds, Martin-Reynolds & Mark, 1982 ~ Schmelkin, 1981), the attitudes of

others constitute a source of grave concern to advocates of integration (Latcham,

1980; Payne & Murray, 1974; Vace & Kirst, 1997).

Scruggs and Mastropieri (1996) reviewing research on teacher attitudes in the

United States, Canada and Austral ia, found that across some 28 studies published

between 1958 and ]995, a majority of teache rs agreed with the general concept of

mainstreaming (Bud, Hallam, Gamel-McCormick & Scheer, 1999; Marshall, .

Ralph & Palmer, 2002). Their analysis showed that the majority (65%) of general .

educators supported the idea of inclusive serv ices. However, only 29)% of

general educators indicatedthat they had adequate train ing and expertise to

implement inclusive se rvices.
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Further> the primarysupports needed by general educators included tirne.itraining,

personnel and material resources, end adequate class size. .Marshall , et al, (2002)

. commented that teachers' views on mainstrearning should be taken into account, as

they are the people who carry the responsibility tor implementing policy.

. From the literature study conducted in the United States in the last few years, the

following factors were found to be good predictors ofmore positive attitudes -

.. When parents were involved in their children's schooling and the teacher was

thereby assisted, more positive attitudes on the part ofboth the teacher and the

parent were effected (Hegarty, 1993);

.. smaller class numbers, where the teachers felt capable of coping and LSEN

were accepted by their classmates;

r, when the inclusion policy is compatible with the existing set of beliefs of the

teacher , these new practices contribute to the social, professional and

psychological needs of the teacher (Hegarty, 1994);

.. if the teacher is able to understand the new approach, and try it out in small,

manageable steps, moving towards an ultimate goal (Hegarty, 1994).

Sadek and Sadek (Armstrong, Armstrong & Barton, 2000) gave a report on the

study ofthe attitudes towards inclusive education in Egypt. They maintained that

such study could be used as a guideline to enhance special education services in a

developing country like Egypt, particularly in the field ofteacher preparation and

training. Changes needed for school environment, and changes in admission

placement and curriculum could be indicated.

Although the attitude study revealed in general, a positive attitude towards

inclusion, the need for teacher training, and adequate methods ofteaching were

identified.
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EDUCATO...~

Areview of literature on teachers' attitudes to mainstreaming or inclusion, shows

. .tbat there arenumerous variables which may influence teachers' attitudes towards

inclusion {Engelbrecht, et al, 1996; Hegarty, 1994 ; Vlachou & Barton, 1994):

• teachers' beliefs and confidence in their own abi lities to teach LSEN; tear of

fa ilure as well as their concerns fa r the needs of rregular" learners in their

classes;

.. teachers' past experience of teaching LSEN and their knowledge and

conceptions of disability;

.. teachers' perceptions of successful learning outcomes, especially in terms of

Individual Educational Programmes for individual LSEN; \------

.. special training that teachers have received to cope with LSEN~ courses that

they have attended/ inser vice training (INSET) they have received.

Studies conducted in Australia have indicated that, historically, general education

teachers have not rea cted favourably toward the notion of increased inclusion of

students with disabilities (Tait & Purdie, 2000; Bacon & Schultz, 1991; Larrivee &

Cook, 1979). The reasons for a lack of enthusiasm for inclusive programmes by

runny teachers are varied but include concerns about the quality of work that

children with disabilities in regular education classes will produce, the amount of

teacher time that these students will require, lack ofsupport services and the

general inadequacy ofa regular classroom to meet the highly individualised needs

of students with disabilities. Early studies showed that as well as being

apprehensive about the quality of the academic work that children with di sabilities

in regular classes could produce, teachers also were concerned about their OW1'1

ievels of preparation for inclusive practice (Bender, 1995 cited in Ta..1: and Purdie).

Murphy (1996 cited in Tait and Purdie), for instance, found that only 22<?o of

teachers in inclusive classrooms said they had received special training, and just

half of these teachers thought their training was good.
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_Inadequate personnel training progammes is another problem of achieving

inclusion in developing countries. Apart from the need for regular and special

needs teachers w ith different specialities, the successful education of learners with

disabilities in inclusive schools requires the involvement of different professionals

who a~sist in identification, referra l diagnosis, treatment and provision of

appropriate educational and related services. Research indicates that adequately

trained professionals are required in the provision ofmeaningful educational

services to students with special needs in regular schools.

Evidence suggests that several institutions ofhigher education in many developing

countries have training programmes for regular and special needs teachers (Marfo

I994, Eleweke 1999a), however, training programmes for support personnel such

as educational audiologists, psychologists, speech and language pathologists, and

communication support workers, such as interpreters, are not available in many of

the developing countries (Eleweke 1999a). Research, for example, in China

indicates that support personnel, such as vocational councillors, evaluators and

work placement specialists, are lacking in most of the educational institutions

serving learners with special needs (Xu, 1995). Furthermore, concerns remain

about the inadequacies of the teacher training programmes, in view of the lack of

relevant materials and facilities, in institutions in most ofthe developing countries,

Combs & Harper (1967) maintain that training is one ofthe main issues to be

addressed. Additional pressure could cause negative attitudes towards teaching

especially when the teacher has not had tra ining in how to meet the unique

individuals needs.

Research in Hong Kong ordinary primary schools (Reynolds, \Vang & Walberg,

1987) reflected that many teachers lacked skills and knowledge in teaching

children with special needs . That inadequacy adversely affected their attitudes

towards integration. A more positive frame of mind in teachers should be

inculcated through in service training and education, particularly so that their

confidence and competence levels , in the face of special needs students, are raised.
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For integrated or inclusive program practices to successfully address the individual

needs of students, general education teachers must feel more supported and

. empowered (Buell, et al, 1999; Mercer, 1996). Although educators will need to

improve their skills and knowledge, much of the resistance teachers report, is a

result of a lack of resources ar d sen 'ices for learners with disabilities (Buell, et a1,

1999).

2.6 INFLUENCE OF TEACHING FACILITIES ON ATTiTUDES OF

EDUCATORS

Another issue is the availability of resources, such as teaching materials, which are

necessary tor instruction. Pijl, et a1. (1997) have found that teachers are not given

the resources they need. When tea chers are not provided with the tools they need to

educate students, it is believed that that could lead to negative attitudes.

In a study of teacher attitudes toward the inclusion ofstudents with disabilities in

Newfoundland and Labrador elementary schools, Canada, it was found that teacher

attitu des are related to the availability of resources. Evidence supported the fact

that early placement in an inclusive setting, with an individualised programme,

would be beneficial to a child provided that adequate resources and qualified

personnel were available (Jenkinson, 1997; Wang & Walberg, 1983).

Additional information was gathered from the teachers on the specific nature of

~>UPPOlt services that they believed necessary to facilitate the successful inclusion

of those with disabilities.

Generally, the attitudes of teachers toward teaching children with disabling

conditions 'were positive, but training ofteachers and adequate resources were seen

as necessary for the successful inclusion of exceptional children (Jenkinson, 1997).
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Ev jdel1~ suggests th!j! the facilities essential fur educating learners with disablities

in many schools in developing countries (DCls), are lacking or grossly inadequate .

where available, AnuInonye (!991), for instance, investigated the problems of

mciusionin the West African country ofNigeria. The data indicated that-the

required educational materials.were not provided or were inadequate in regular

schools where students with special needs were being integrated. Further, the data

indicated that therewere no personnel in most institutions, to provide important

advisory services that would assist the regular teachers with teaching and

managing the learners with special needs who were being educated in public

schools. In some schools, Annmonye (1991) found that there was little contact

between the children with disabilities and their teachers and other pupils. It was

observed that those children at the primary levels were socially isolated since they

just sat in the classrooms and did not participate in activities outside the confines

of the large classroom. Clearly, evidence indicates that inadequate facilities,

absence of support services, large class sizes and poor infrastructure are some of

the obstacles to achieving meaningful inclusion in developing countries, ego in

South Africa (Muthukrishna 2001), Ghana (Mawutor and Hayford 200 1), India

(Chadha 1999,2000), Botswana (Matale 2001) and Uganda (Kiyimba 1997)

(Marshall, et al, 2002).

According to Forlin (1995) there has been a noticeable increase in the number of

educators reporting physiological and psychological symptoms ofoccupational

stress. Otto (1986) maintained that teachers were being asked to 'perform miracles!

with limited resources and in the face ofother obstacles, and they were held

responsible for problems they could not possibly solve (Forlin 1995).

2.7 CONCLUSION

From above research studies and discussions, it is clear that children with

disabilities are not easily accepted in regular classes. This rejection h 8S serious

repercussions 011 the social, psychological and intellectual development of the

child. A pupil's most fundamental need is to be known and accepted as a vaiued

member (Mushoriwa, 2001 ).
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h r developing countries, a lot still needs to be done to change the attitudes of

teachers and the society as a whole so that inclusive policy can he implemented

successfully. Indeed teacher acceptance of, and attitude towards, individuals with

disabilities are perhaps the most important variables in determining success. It

would appear that South Africa finds itself in a VC[y favourable position in many

. . ways. The policy of inclusion that is now implemented in South Africa" has been

evolving internationally for many years. We, in South Africa, are able to addresss

the difficulties experienced in other countries and are thereby in a position to

prevent costly mistakes.

The next chapter, Chapter Three, reviews the theories on models in an attempt to

offer a context to understand pertinent features ofthe theoretical background

within which this study is conducted.
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!NTRODUCTION

Inorder to put this study into context, the influence of teaching facilities and

. teachertraining on the attitudes of educators toward s the implementation of

inclusive education will be investigated. Therefore, the concept of inclusion will

.be discussed in detail with special focus on the history of its development both

internat ionally and, more recently, in South Africa, together with an examination

of the foundati on. and theoretical bases ofcurrent inclusive practices. Learners

with Special Educational Needs ( LSEN ) will thus be defined in greater detail,

with specific reference to the South African context. Lastly, the concept of

attitudes will be discussed.

The dramatic changes in South African Society in the past few years have affected

both general and special educators ( Engelbrecht, et al, 1999). This transformation

in education is located within a new framework of thinking that requires a different

conceptual framework that is consistent with Education White Paper 6 ( WP6). It

is, therefore, not surp rising that the restructuring and redesigning ofeducation,

including the movement away from segregated settings for learners with special

needs, to the provision of education for aU learners in an inclusive and supportive

iearning environment, have been received with misgiving by some people

( Engelbrecht, ct al, 1999 ). The movement towards inclusive education has

pro vided an important opportunity to reframe people's perceptions and attitudes of

,3.2 Ti-IE HISTORY OF INCLlJSIVE EDUCAnON IN SOUTH A.FRICA

X:~{'l1 ~l intcn::~~tio;Ja i and national patterns and trends regarding disability have

undergone major shifts which have influenced to a large extent the movement

kF\'s;rds i~a::; usivc ed ucation in South Africa.



·i:-f,Cchanging social, ·,~(;{mOD.1 ~«"~ and political climate has also contributed to the

change in attitudes towards educat ion. In order to provide explanatory power to

j;-td u;;ive education thinkingr reference is made to race, class and gender since

South Afri cans arc \ 'ell aware of the nature of absolute truths or common sense

experiences that have emerged from our past. This includes a shift from disabilist

, , theories, assumptions, practices and models to a non - disabilist inclusive system of

education ( Department of Education, 2002 ).

Inclusive education is a relatively new notion and one of the current issues in

South Africa. It is not just organisation and professional practices that need to be

deconstructed and reconstructed but the curriculum also, as this lies at the heart of

the educational enterprise ( PijI and Meijer, 1997). In terms of the curriculum to

reform special education, the usual intervention is to try to ensure that children

'with special needs have access to exactly the same curriculum as everyone else and

that curriculum delivery must change in order to ensure this access.

... .. instead ofan emphasis on the idea 'integration", with its assumptions that

additional arrangements will be made to accommodate exceptionalpupils within a

system ofschooling that remains largely unchanged, we see moves towards

inclusive education; where the aim is to restructure schools in order to meet the

needs ofall children ... .,

£Clark, Dyson and Millward in Ainscow, 1995 )

This inclusive orientations was a strong feature of the Salamanca Statement on

Principles, Policy and Practice in Special Needs Education" agreed by

representatives of ninety two governments and twenty five international

organisations in June 1994 ( UNESCO, 1994). The Salamanca Statement argues

that regular schools with an inclusive orientation are;

c. the most effective means ofcombating discriminatory attitudes, creating

welcoming communities, building all inclusive society and achieving educationfer
all; moreover they provide an effective education to the maj ority {~rchildren

and improve the efficiency and ultitnatelv the cost - eft,'ectiveness of the entire
~ ~ -

education system. "( Salamanca Statement, 1994 )



\.

. "ihe nnportance of developing an accepting and inclusive society, where all people

arc valued for their contributions, has become the focus in the last few decades.

... This is also the philosophy on which thepolicy for inclusion in education is based.

The inherent right of all people to participate in their societies in a meaningful

\Nay, now implies the acceptance ofdifferences that would previously have

excluded them. The responsibility for normalisation has, therefore, now shifted

from the Learn ers with Special Education Needs ( LSEN ) having to adapt and fit

into a , ~ normal world" to the environment having to be reorganised in order to

meet the needs of all members of its society, including those members with special

educational needs (Du Toit, 1996).

In the past, children were placed in special schools and were expected to adapt to

0 rdinary curricula. The focus has now been moved to adapting "ordinary" schools,

wherever possible , for the needs ofLSEN.

Barton ( 1995) sees inclusion as a vision which challenges the policies and power

underly ing delivery of services to disabled people. He views inclusive schools as a

means to eradicate an the disabling barriers.

In South Africa, the movement towards inclusive education has been complicated

by the segregation of children with special education needs from the " normal"

ch ild in mainstream education, and also by the segregation of races into different

v // educational systems. In all Departments of Education, the provision of specialized

educa tional services has fallen behind the estimated need, further the patterns of

racial inequality, in the provision of general education, applies w ith particular

severity to this area, such that the inadequacy of provis ion for children with special

education needs .-. whether- through mainstream or specialized facil ities - is

ex treme ( Donald, 1993 ). Du Toit sta tes that disparities can be seen in the unequal

access to specialized education; training ofteachers in the different education

depar tments and diffe rent education facilities ziven to different racial groups.
~ ~

, ' .
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· AsSouth Africa moves relentlessly towards dramatic constitutional change,

education inevitably will rise up 0 ;1 the politicai agenda ( Green, ]99] ). In the

. past few years, however, there have been vast changes, not only politically,

socially and economically, but also ill terms ofeducat ion. In April 1994, the first

democratically elected government of South Africa came to power, bringing with it

a new political dispensation. The 1994 elections brought about changes such as

democratization, equality, non -- discrimination, equity and redress, and the

Reconstruction and Development Programme - '"" a better life for all", ( Department

of Education, 1996). The South African government's commitment to transform

the education system, is taking place within the context of the inadequate number

of learning centres and other facilities to meet the needs ofLSEN, typically among

those groups of learners historically marginalized and excluded. According to the

Salamanca statement,

"schools should accommodate all children regardless oftheirphysical,

intellectual, social, emotional, linguistic or other conditions. This should include

disabled andgifted children, street and working children, childrenfrom

linguistic, ethnic or cultural minorities, childrenfrom other remote or nomadic

populations and children from other disadvantaged or marginalizedareas or

groups (Salamanca Statement, 1994).

Engelbrecht, et at (1999) stated that the successful implementat ion of inclusive

educat ion depends on meeting the educational needs of all learners with in

common, yet fluid contexts and activities, and should not be seen as just an ideal

slate or idea but rather as an unending set ofdynam ic processes (Booth, 1996).

Thus, it is very important to describe who the learners with special education needs

are and what provision can be made for such learners.

3;.) LEARNERS WITH SPECV\~L EDUCATIO JAL NEEDS (LSEN)

.,Over the years there have been many terms used to describe learners in need of

';pcGlal or specialized education. 111ey have been referred to as "exceptional

t.~h i!dren" (Blackhurst & Berdine, 1981; Kirk and Gallagher, 1983 ; Kapp, 1989)

or/and "children who deviate from the average normal children" .
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;.~.~ ;~·I. ~cial Educationa l lio;~dsf)cnartn:;ent of Education ~pd Science, 1978 :. Kapp,. .

1989).

In South Africa, a shin is being made from referring to LSEN, to referring to the

removal of "han; ers to learning" (NCSNET & NCESS, 1997). It is important to

note that there are barriers to learning that lie within (intrinsic) the individual and

barriers to learning which lie within the system (extrinsic) - (NCSNET & NCESS>

1997). Thus, these barriers to learning can be caused by intrinsic and extrinsic

factors.

Intrinsic factors are described as those deficits which lie with in the learner

themselves, for example , neurological deficits or impairments, physical

impairments or sensory impairm ents which may vary from mild to se ere

impairment offunctioning (Donald, 1993).

Extrinsic factors are factors which have been caused mainly by systemic and

structural factors.Th is is especially applicable in the South African context where

there are conditions of widespread social and educational disadvantage (Donald,

1993). Donald (1993) argues that in South Africa, for some of the children who

present with special educational needs (including those with Ieaming difficulties),

it is questionable whether these ch ildren do have an intrinsic disability at all. These

extrinsic factors, which are ofa socio-educational nature, create, or contribute

largely to learning problems that a child may beexperiencing (Donald, 1993).

They include the following factors :

. poverty, emotional neglect, social upheaval, violence or polit ical instability <:~.nd

ineffective education.

• They, in tum, cause conditions such as malnutrit ion, lack of stimulation, delayed

development and underachievement.
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K.app·( 1989) maintains thatbarriers to learning are sub-divided into development

(physi cal) 'problems,'learning (academic) problems and behavior (emotional)

' problems: '

Development problems may be identified when a child's total development, or

certain aspects of it (language, motor development), shows a conspicuous delay in

, , comparison with that of other children (Kapp, ]989). These developmental delays

may be also caused by physical conditions, such as deafuess, blindness and

cerebral palsy.

Lear ning problems appear in teaching situations when, for some reason or other,

a child experiences more problems in leaming than is normal . The LSEN

experiences problems with the acquisition of basic academic skills such as

spelling, reading, wri ting and mathematics (Kapp, 1989).

In the case of behavioral or emotional problems LSEN are initially identified

because behav ior is different, more intense and of longer duration than is normally

expected from children of that age (Kapp, 1989).

The key to preventing barriers from occurring is the effective monitoring and

meeting of the different needs among the learner population and within the system

as a whole. If these needs are no t met, learners may fail to learn effectively or be

excluded from the education system (Department of Education, 2001).

The White Education Paper (1996) states that various barriers to learning exist

with in the system that make learners vulnerable to exclusion and learning

breakdown. Some of these are:

- negative att itudes to and stereotyping ofdifference.

-. An inflexible curr iculum

- inaccessible and unsafe built environments

- inappropriate and inadequate support services

-, inadequately and inappropriately trained education managers and ed ucators

,... -
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3.3.1 . Education for Learner s with Sp d:d Education Needs

.. ELSEN has for decades been conceptualized in ;] number of different ways.

Several models have been developed, and each of these has a different perspective

.on what ELS.EN is. These models have consequently led to varying approaches in

coping with children with learning pro blems. Naicker (1999) claims that both

international and national patterns and trends regarding disability have undergone

major shifts which have influenced the movement towards inclusive education in

South Africa to a large extent. These shifts cen tered mainly around the move from

a medical discourse to a rights (social) discourse (Engelbrecht, ~ 999). The two

predominan t models used are.the medical or welfare model, which embraces a

normal versus abnormal dichotomy perspective when dealing with LSEN, and the

socia l model which argues for a holistic or systematic approach when dealing with

LSEN (Department of Education, 2001). Fulcher (1989) indicates that models or

discourses have uses rather than inherent meanings. They serve particular interests.

J .3.1.1 ~1edical model

Traditionally, education fer Learners with Special Education Needs (ELSEt\') was

iearner-based on the specific disability, resulting in admission to a special school,

and exclusion from mainstream education. According to this medical approach or

model, disability is defined as a permanent biological impediment and positions'

individuals with disabilities as less able than those who can recover from illness or

who are non-disabled. As a form ofbiological determinism, the focus of disability

is en physical, behavioral, psychological, cognitive and sensory tragedy (Gibson &

D epoy, 2(00). One example, in schools for the "physically disabled", students are

constructed a,:; disabled and the disability is conceived ofas an objective attribute,

net a social construct (Engelbrecht, 1999). In other words, such a person is

excluded from mainstream social and economic life because of a disability that is

. . ihonght to be a natural and irremediable characteristic of the person.

The !mxli C':,il l.llode:l f,:.K~ 1..W~:~ solely on the cl in ical aspects of the human body and

fny:; littk <J:lc:lt jon to its socio -polit ical aspects (Vlachou, 1997).
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f his med ica l framework n~\rd:i ·! ;~ce,:;; dnd is reinforced by charity and lay discourses

';'ihich define disabled pee l k: ~ ; ' ~ in need ofhel p (Llewellyn, 1983), as an object of

.~1 i ty {Borsa)', 1986), as persor..ally tragic (Oliver, 1986), as 'dependent and eternal

children... arid as low achievers by ideal standards' (Fulcher, (Vlachou, 1997).

Thus, the problem to be add ressed by disabil ity services is situated with in the

disabled ind ividual (Gilson 8:. Depoy, 20CO).

« Juno (1998) maintains that the medical model of disability does not bode well for

those who are permanently disabled with conditions that cannot be modified or

changed by professional intervention (Gilson & Depoy, 2000). In this view, the

individual who cannot be 'fixed ' by professional intervention so to speak, remains

defic ient.

3.3.1.2 Social Model (Human Rights or Social Justice)

In the social model, while an internal condition is acknowledged, it is not

necessarily seen as undesirable or in need of remediation (Gilson & Depoy, 2000).

This new model of education claims that the breakdown in learning is caused by

barri ers to learning and development and that all learners can learn effectively,

when educators have been enabled to identify or prevent these barriers and assist

the learners to overcome them (Department ofEducation, 2001). Negative

attitudes, limited physical aCC~S5, limited access to communication and or

resources, and to the rights and privileges of a social group are considered as just

some of the barriers that interfere w ith the disabled individual's potential to

actualize his or her desired roles (Barnes & Mercer, 1997 cited in Gilson & Depoy,

. 1000). Thus, disability is seen as diversity of the human condition and not as an

undesirable tra it to be cured or pitied.

A social model of disability is socially constructed. This lens views the locus ofthe

problem to be addressed by services and supports within the social contextin

which individuals interact (Gilson & Depoy, 2000).
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, « , .Leam ers are no longer seen as children witi1 problems which need curing or pity,

-, om are percei ved and treated as dignified human-beings, each with their 0'.,\'11

, uniquepotentia l, divers ity ofneeds and abilities. There is the realization that

diversity is a phenomenon of normal society, and that it can be accommodated in ,

an inclusive education system (Department of Education, 200 1). Rather than

attempting to change or fix the persou with the disability, a social model of

disability sets serv ice goals as removal of social and environmental barriers to full

social, physical, career and spiritual participation (Gilson & Depoy, 2000).

3.3.1.3 ' A proposed model for building an inclusive school

TIle NCSNETINCESS'report (DNE, 1997) highlights the importance of the

concepts ofholi stic institutional development and the health-promoting concept as

broad frameworks for pursuing the development ofa teaching and learning

environment that accommodates diversity and addresses barriers to learning and

( 1sing the framework ofDavidoff & Lazarus (Engelbrecht, et al, 1999) for school

development, and the health-promoting concept as a basis, the authors suggest that

'~h ;:: following framework (Figure 3.1) could assist schools in their attempts to build

2-D inclusive school (Engelbrecht, et al, 1999). This framework could be used:

• as a guide to what areas to focus on in attempting to identify and understand

those barriers to inclusion that exist in a particular school;

• as a bas is for developing a comprehensive programme ofschool development

that ensures that anaspects of school Iife are included in the development of an

inclus ive teaching and learning envi ronment; and.

~ lo r placing specific problems or challenges in a holistic frame, ensuring a

comprehensive understand ing and, e ventual ly, comprehensive strategy aimed at

. developing al1 inclusive S~:hCH) ! .

(refer to diagram)
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The researcher is of the opinion that the medical and social models are

. " 'int~niepende~t on each other, that is, they cannot function in isolation. The deficit
" ,' " ' .' . . ' . ' , . ." ," . . - , , '. .

approach.vooted withinthcruedical, charity and lay concepts of disability, is

central to the way welfare states and educational practices respond to an increasing

proportion of c itizens (Fulcher, 1989 cited in Vlachou, 1997). 111is is not to say

that indivldualfactors should be ignored, for especially where learning is

concerned, we cannot reject the existence of factors w ithin the child that inhibit

learning ; this would be to replace one extreme view with another (Vlachou, 1997):

Many of the psychological theories, underpinning much of the understanding

around learning breakdown, shape the belief that problems are located within

learners (Department of Education, 2001). For example, very little is said about

system deficiencies. Fulcher writes that:

Since society is steeped in the medical model....Its professionalism informs the

percep tions ofa wide range ofpeople. This includes those with formal power

(politicians, legislators.administrator), in a wide range ofarenas andpractices,

including social workers, psychologists, rehabilitation counselors and teachers....

as 'well as those with informal, interpersonal power over the lives ofpeople tagged

as disabled (Fulcher, 1989).

This could mean that provision of education for learners w ith special needs will be

based on intensity of support needed. It should be borne in mind that the levels of

support range from low to high levels of support. In South African mainstream and

full-service schools, the Institution Support Teams (ISTs) are to be established, to

assist learners who need low to moderate levels of support.Highly skilled

specialists would then work on a consultation basis giving training and support to

the teachers at the schools, and doing specialized assessments, diagnosis and

planning interventions (Department ofEducation" 2001).



"N1thil'! the South African context, it would appear that theoretically an inclusive

education policy is not only economically and educationally viable, but in the long

rerrn it will hopefully help to reconcile South African society, to asociety that

~ ': (~Ci4.lts, cherishes and respects differences. Pijl , et ill (1997) and other researchers

, fvive state.d a number of obstacles that will playa role in instituting a policy of

lC/.lJusion: attitudes, lack of knowtedge and skills of teachers acquired through
, , ve

crye; ''1\/ training and experiences, segregation, teaching methods and materials and a lack

' of clear nolicv.. ...

For the purpose of this mini-dissertation I will now briefly investigate attitudes,

how they develop and how they affect teaching and more specifically inclusion.

3.4 ATTITUDE:S

One of the goals of inclusion is to:-

" change the attitudes ofteachers and students 'without disabilities who, some day,

will become parents and taxpayers and service providers." (Fuchs & Fuchs,

i r"!I'1.:/). :/:; .r :

Since reachers are the people who maxe learning possible, their own attitudes,

beliefs and feelings w ith regard to what is happening in the school and in the

d assfOom are of crucial importance ( Engelbrecht, et al, 1999). To support the

inclusion of learners with special educational needs, teachers have to be sensitive

not only to the particular needs of individual learners, but also to their own

," Pl'it,\ ides a'~ '"1feelinss(..l ~ Jo 40_ ... ~ ... 1, - > ""'. ~oJ ..

'\

/\ simple definition of the concept "attitude" informed in this study is by Ajzen )
./

(1988) wl:c' states that an attitude is ,1 "disposition to respond favourably or

unfavourably to an object person, institution or event". For example, inclusion



} k gative and har mful att itudes towards difibF:"tl(;eJ in our society remain a critical

barrier to learning and devel upf~ lcr;t.. Discrirnifi;l i:L· :Y attitudes resulting from

prejudice against people on the lxi .:;is of race, clas s, gender, culture, disab ility,

relig ion and other characteristics manife st.rhemseivcs as barriers to learning when

such attitudes are directed towards learners in the education system (National

"Department: of Education" 2002).

Baron and B}TIle(1997) define att itudes as follows:

Attitudes are associations between attitude objects and evaluations of those

objects. They can"strongly influence social thought and the conclusions and

"inferences we reach. Attitudes reflect past experiences, shape ongoing behaviour,

and serve essential functions for those who hold them.Allport (1935) cited in

Foster and Louw- Potgieter (1992) strongly believed that attitudes were the most

important factors in determining the outcome of social interaction. The important

role that attitudes play in social interactions, including teaching, has been

emphas ized by most researchers and psychologists.

3.4.2 FORt\1ATION OF ATTITUDES

Baron and Byrne (1997) have cited a few ways in which attitudes can be formed:

" Individuals acqu ire new forms of behaviour merely through observing the

actions of others. This process is known as modeHing. For example, parents

who warn their children against the dangers ofalchohol, but then throw parties

. at which people dr ink excessively. It is likely that children will do as their

parents do, not as they say.

, . It is also believed that atti tudes may be formed on the basis of direct personal

expcnences.

According to various research quoted by Baron and Byrne ( 1997) attitudes

res ulting from direct experience tend to be stronger in several respects than ones

resulting from vicarious experiences.
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,Whar is implied is th..it experiential learning leads to the forming ofstronger

;'tbilidc:.: than does moreindirect forms of learning.

Fr- IT\ the defin it ions ofuttitndc given by varicus researchers, it would seem as

, though art itudes have cogn itive , affective {emotional) and behavioural

ccmponents.

:~A.J COM'PONEJ'-ITS' OF' ATTITU DES

Many researchers strongly believe that there is a close link between attitude and

behaviour. The relationship between them is fur more complex than common sense

would suggest (Baro n & Byrne, 1997).

This research is informed by Festinger's cognitive dissonance theory which is a

state ofpsychological discomfort that occurs when there is a basic incompatibility

between our thoughts and our actions, or betw een two or more sets of idea"),

att itudes or opinions that we hold . To reduce the discomfort, we change something.

'rVe try to reduce dissonance by tell ing ourselves that the alternative we have

chosen is really more desirable and the one we have not chosen is less desirable

(Papalia and OIds, 1988).

Situations that can produce cogn itive dissonance are those in which we do

someth ing contrary to our deeply held ideas about what is right or proper, those in

which we hold a belief that appea rs to defy the rules of logic, those in which

something happens that contrad icts our past experience, and those in which w~ do

, something that does not fit our idea of who we are and what we stand for

(Festinger, 1962).

Baron and Byrne ( 1997) give a dear, simple example ofthe attitude-behaviour

relationship. They maintain that the various comronents of atti tude' are not aiwavs, ~

, highly consistent. These inconsistencies may then influence or.e;';:; behavi our. ,

depending on the circumstances ,
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For example, a leamer having to choose matric subjects might choose a subject
. . ... . " .

. vvhjc~ may~ duller but, whi ch will enable ~im to graduate (cogniti ve), rather than

a subject wh ich is interesting and sounds like f ..m, bu t is Of110 vocational

significance (emotional).

Schools in South Africa are currently faced w ith enormous challenges "villi regard

to their development. Becoming "inclusive" is one part of the broader challenge of

.bt.rilding a culture of learning and teaching where quality education becomes a

reality, Some educators may feel ready to confront the challenges whereas others

may be overwhelmed with their challenges,

It should be borne in mind that a teacher not only needs knowledge of, and skills,

to cope with LSEN, the cognitive component, but ideal ly th.ese cognitive

components should be linked to positive emotional components. Baron and Byrne

(1997) state that, in order to ensure positive behaviour, teachers have to develop

positive attitudes.

3.5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, it has become clear that teachers not only need skills training,

appropriate teaching facilities or experience in working with children with special

educational need s.but also assistance in developing more positive attitudes to

inclusion where necessarv.
. . J

Ssrason ( l97S), a noted Ya le psychologist, has reminded us:

\Ve cannot assume that inst itutions will accommodate appropriately to

ma instrea ming because we think it is desirable. Deeply rooted attitudes, reinforced

by tradi tions, institutions and practices, are not changed except over long periods

cf timc, and mainstreaming !:~ no except ion . It is therefore important that attitudes

of educators and factors that could infl uence attitudes be investigated (Papalia &
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in the next ~Ch~~~1 e~~) 1 wil l ·j(~~.':T:· oi: 111c '((:;;:/: an...+~ :.,:ethods followed in this study to

zain zrearer ·l:rl'; i·lJf,r into pn" l\;'l"': " I ' ~ ' l~ !' l ;·....,,}:·;~fyi ; : . ~'i'. .Itudes "0' \.,......, 1" inclusive .r:C & 4 .rt~lL"'" • -l. t : .;"- .. t 0 • . '. ~ __ <l,..1,..f ~ J _:~\ "'''"' l ' ' '' G..'\I. \.L.~ 'f ' _

education .
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4,1 INT.RODl JCTION

Tn.:: previous chapter has provided a theoretical and empirical background to the present

study. The present chapters w ill present a detailed des cription of the research design used

in the study .

4.2 P1JRPOSE OF STUDY

The purpose of thi s study is to investigate the influence ofteaching facilities and teacher

training on the attitudes of educators towards the implementation of inclusive education.

In the course of addressing this broad aim the following research questions will have to

be considered:

l. What attitudes do primary educators hold toward the integration of learners with

special needs into their local school settings?

2. Does formal training in special education influence the attitudes of educators?

J. Do the facilities essential JUT educating learners with disabilities influence the attitudes

of educators?

4.3 RESEARCH DESIGN

111e study is both exploratory and descriptive in nature. It may beregarded as exploratory

in view of a limited database in the literature on the attitudes of primary school educators

towards implementation of inclusi ve education. The study is a cross-sectional survey

.."here questionnaire - based data, both qualitative and quantitative, were gathere-d in a

real or smaller life setting. TIle data lead themselves to basic descriptive statistics to

analyse the gathered data.



The,;=: statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) computer programme was used to
, . , ' , ,

analyse dam, Descriptive statistics, which are used to describe the variables of interest,

were used to analyse the questionnaires in this study. In ferential statis tics (Ch i Square),
, I , ' . ' , . . . . . ' .' .'

" dilidl BJiowed theresearcher to determine the relationship between variables of interest

and whether there were any differences between groups.were also calculated as part of

the quantitat ive analysis cf this study.
~ ~

it 3.'!·· THE SlJRVEYMKfHOD QUESTIONNAIRE TO EDUCATORS

The Survey Research method was employed. According to Kerlinger (1964) th is method

is generally used to elicit the "beliefs, opinions, attitudes, motivations and behaviour of

respondents".

According to Cohen and Manion (1989): "surveys gather data at a particular point in time

with the intent ion of describ ing the nature of ex isting conditions".

More specifically, a questionnaire was utilized for the following reasons:
, " ' . . .

a) The target population was distributed throughout eThekwini Region: itwould not

readily have been possible 10 obtain this information in any other way.

b) The use of questionnaires can facilitate the rapid collection of a wide variety of

information; and information so elicited can be analysed on an item by item basis as well

35 in an appropriate grouping of items.

c) Questionnaires allow for greater uniformity across measurement situations, than fur .

example, personal interviews.

d) Questionnaires allow [or anonymity of response - an important consideration in this c-:

study.

In this study, questionnaires were adm inistered to obtain information on teachers'

attitudes. They were also analysed quanti tatively while open - ended questions in the

question naire were analysed qualitatively. (Refer to appendix 1 for question naire).



(~,A TIlE POPUlJ.AT-if NAND S.J\lVU-'L E

The population for the study was pr ili1;:Lf/ school ~dUC~~~0YS drawn from the to ur primary

. schools in the eThekwini Region in K ,j;;:L.ll!U Natal . This region was selected on the basis

. of accessibility, time constra ints, expense ::nd co nvenience. This population included

primary school educators frorn the fc'r,;~1:~:- House ofAssembly and Department ,of

Education and Culture. 1\ purpose 8?:rnphng proced ure \ \,;1..s used to select subjects for the

study. Cohen and Manton (1989) describe purposive sampling as follows:

"h i purposive sampling, 'researchers: handpick the cases to be included in the sample on

the basis oftheirjudgement oftheir typicality. In this 'way, they build up a sample that is

satisf actory to their specific needs".

The sample consisted of 50 primary school educators and was randomly selected. All

educators in the four schools (two ex - model C and two African schools) were required

to complete a questionnaire directly related to the topic.

4.5 PROCEDURE

Permission to conduct the research was obtained from the relevant education department.

"Therea fter, permission was sought from the principals of the schools concerned. At the

first meeting with the principals, information was provided regarding the nature and

purpose ofthe study and its relevance to current development in education. The

questionnaires were given to the principals who administered them to the staff of

ed ucators . The researcher then collected them on an agreed upon date.

4.6 . l\f EASURING INSTRIJl\'lENTS

4.6.] Questionnaire

Jn view of the fact that the survey was to relate specifically to the present study, it was

necessary for the researcher to construct an appropriate questionnaire. The

questionnaire was to be prepared only in English and administered in that language. ____
. .

Phr-asing of instructions 3I1d questionnaire items accordingly took Ianguage > -

conside rnt ions into account. All questions were based on theoretical and practical

knowledge with which ail educators could reasonably have been expected to be

lamiliar at that time.
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. .', " ': . . ' : . '. . :

'tnt; cuesuonnaire consisted of d osed ended and open ended. items and included the
. .

'cr- ' j p
~, n, f,; ~ n.ge

. . '

The nature of the study was clarified and respondents were assured of confidentiality and

anonymity.

Section A contains items relating to demographic information as follows:

race, gender, age range, formal training in special education, highest professional

qualifications, special education, qual ification required by educators, special facilities for

learners with barriers in schools and type of fac il ities required.

Section B was presented in a five point Likert type scal e format, the response options

being as fo llows:

1') Strongly agree, 2) Agree, 3) Do not knew, 4) Disagree,

disagree

5)Stronolv
. :::> .1

The respondents were asked to record "DK" (don't know) next to any item ifthey felt that

the ir knowledge was lacking in that: respect.

4.7 PILOT STUDY

A pilot test, which uses a group of respondents who are part of the intended test

population but will not bepart of the sample, attempts to determine whether questionnaire

items possess the desired qualities of measurement and discriminability (Tuckman , ]978).

Using this consideration as a rationale, a pilo t study was conducted at a school in the

former Nor th Durban Region, now called e'Thekwini Region, which conformed to the

characteristics present in the target sample used in the final study . A sample of 4 teachers

was randomly chosen for the pilot study, which was conducted in October 2004. There

were no ambiguous questions and instructions, as a result no changes were made.
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4.8 'FACI~ VALIDITY

According to Coh en & Manion (1989 )" "Face Validityis whether the qi estions asked

" look ~s ifthey are measuringwhat they claim to meas~Je~>. Three master s level

'edticat ional psychologist colleagues (who were not to be included in the target population

sample) agreed to act as judges of each statement. The questionnaire was presented to

them and confirmed the face validity of the instrument With the assistance of the judges,

it w~s ensuredthat vocabulary employed in the questionnaire was vocabulary employed

in the Department of Education, with which the target population was expected to be

familiar. There were no significant inconsistencies within the questionnaire reported.

4.9 ' C Ol"CLUSION

' Ii1chapter four, the research design of this study was described. The nature and

(~haraderisti{:s of both qualitative and quantitative research methods employed was

discussed. while bearing the research questions in mind. The methods ofdata collection,

and analysis and measures to ensure validity were alsodescribed, specifically in the

context of this particular study .

The f'Jiiowing chapter, C hapter Five provides the results of the questionnaire survey.
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5.1 lNTRODUCTlON

. . . The purpose of the chapter is to investi gate the infl uence ofteaching facilities and teacher

training On the attitudes of educators towards the implementation of inclusive education.

Chapter Four ou tlined the methodology used to collect the data. This 'chapter presents the

data obtained from a number of sources of information .

The results are stated in this chapter with a view to addressing the follow ing critical

quest ions ofthe study:

.. J. What attitudes do primary school educators hold toward the integration of learners

. with.special needs into their local school settings?

. 2 . Does formal training in special education influence the attitudes of educators?

3 ., Do the facilities essential for educating learners with disabilities influence the

atti tudes of educators?

5.2 .DATA COLLECTION .

rh ta was collected through questionnaire surveys which contained items requiring

quantitative and qualitative responses from the primary school educators. Data was

collected in October 2004.

5.3 Q UESTIONNAIRE RETURN RATE

Altho ugh 62 questionnaires were initially given to educators to complete, the number

returned to the researcher was SO. Therefore the return rate of questionnaires was 81 %.

Of the tour schools selected to participate in the study, two were drawn from former

House ofAssembly (Whites) and two were drawn from former Department ofEducation

and Culture (Africans). The population sample comprised of 50% Whites educators and

50%, African educators, while 80% of the sample was female, 20% were male: The main

reason is that the majority of primary schools consists of female educators. It is also

important to note that these factors limit the gcneralizability of the results and

rep rese ntat iv ity of the sample.
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orne stud~' is a Cf(l~"~ -- sectional survey where questionnaire - based data., both qualitati ve

and qt:;'Yititativt:, were gathered in a real life setting. The data lend themselves to basic

"""descriptive statis tics to analyse the gathered data. The statistical package for the Social

" Sd ien~;I.' ":j (SPSS) computer-programme -was used to analyse data: The data was coded and

C:3:1JJui"C'd t.o "establish categories of responses and frequencies.

5.5 i\NALYSIS OF OPEN ENDED QlJESTIONS IN THE SURVEY

QUf ;STIONNAIRE

5.5.1 Qualitative responses with regard to educator's appropriate qualification in

inclusiveeducation. (Refer to appendix I-Section A)

The responses to questions 4·.3 were coded according to the following common them~s :

I. Yes, there should be a course required where educators are made aware of needs,

advantages or disadvantages of inclusive education in order to meet the needs of the

learners that they come into contact with.

2. Should become part of teacher training.

3."No, not all educators are suited to the education of Jeamers with special needs.

4. Only educators coming through the training system now, should be required to do a

course.

5. No, only if you feel this is where your strengths lie.

6. No" ifyour passion is teaching, you can work with all children.

7. ( i) Do not see the need.

(ii) Lack ofclarity on definition, education is by its nature inclusive and

(iii) time and money constraints.

8. Yes, because educators should know how to deal with learners and that it would equip

the educator or place the educator in an advantageous situation, particularly with regards

to educating the learner so that progress is noted.
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· · 5.5 .2 . .Q ualitative responses with regard to educator's iews on whetber schools do

- require specia l facilities for learners l'rith barriers, (Refer to appendix T-Sectlon A)

The responsesto questions 5.2 were ceded according to the following common themes:

.1." Depends on the circumstances- ramps tor wheelchairs.

" 2 . Yes, ramps, a special toilet and appropriate desks.

3,{ i) Yes, for the deaf and blind-special equipment.

(ii) For physically disabled-suitable buildings and classrooms.

{iii) For mentally handicapped-special teaching aids, extra staff (whichmust include

physiotherapist, speech therapist etc.)

4. Th is depends. If a learner is wheelchair bound, then this learner should be

-accommodated on ground level (applies to learners who are in any way unable to climb '

stairs).

5. Yes. Visualaids, audio aids etc.

6. Occupational Therapy, Remedial, Speech Therapist, Psychologist and assistants.

7. No, only if they cater for special needs.

5.6 " DESCRIPTION OF SAl\tlPLE

The sample of this study consisted of 50 educators who each completed a questionnaire.

Ali the questionnair es were analyzed descriptively.

The follow ing tables describe the sample of schools and educators who answered the

survey questionnaire.

Table 5.ii.l Profile of educators according to schools

Profile of educators according to schools were recorded as follows according to Table

5.6 .1 : in school number 1, there we re 17, (34%) of respondents whilst school number 2

comprised 0 [8, ( 16%), school number 3 had 11, (22%) and school number 4 had 14,

(28%) of respondents.

The majority of respondents came from school number 1, fo llowed by school 4.(refer to

ta"Ulc 0"11 the 11t.'Xt page) "
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j School - _ I - _ -N _ Yo _

I 3 I 11 22L ~ ----------- -- - -------- -! ------- - -- -- --- - - - --

". __==T;~J==~=L:~_:=~-3~ :=~_~J -__~~__.- _J
The schools in the sample are numbered according to the following:

1. Gordon's Road Girls -- Urban school

2. Clarence primary - Urban school

3. Etshelihle primary . - Semi - rural

4-. Sondelani primary - Semi --- rural

Table 5.6.2 Profile of educators according to population group

The populat ion of respondents profiled were equal according to Table 5.6.2: there were

_25, (50%) ofA frican educators and also 25, (50%) ofWhite educators which came from

the four schools profiled from the questionnaires distnbuted to the four schools.

100

N I %
- - 2-5-------1- --- - - -- -- - - ----1

I
50 ~

25 I 50 !
50 I --- ----1

__ J

Tat~e 5.6.3 Profile of educators according to gender

On the gender issue, there was a difference compared to population. The majority on

gender was the female 40, (80%), whilst the male respondents only came up to 10, (20%).

.[-=~~~~~~r~=E_ ~ -L-----~~-.----1
l.:==:=:_~i~;¥_===_=J_-=-_=__;~ =t:==.==:=~~==:j
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Table 5.tiA _ rofi le of edncs tor according to age

The sta tistical data in reference to Table 5.6.4 states that there was a majority of 22,

(44%) respondents who came from the ages of 40 and 49, 12, (24%) respondents from the

ages of 50 upwards, between the ages of 30 and 39, there were 10, (20%). The minority

came from the ages of 0 and 29 and comprised of6, ( 12%) respondents.

%

f
------ - - - H - -- - -Ag;-·------~- -· ·--- ------N---- ---------J. I
---- - - -.--- 0 - 29 -- -- -- L_---- -- -- - ---6 --- --- - - 1 12 II
- ----.- -.-30 - 39 --,-- - -- -- - --10---,---- 20

_·- ----·-40 - 49 i----i2--=i- -- ----._ - 44

-- -- -- -- .sO ++ --- --i -- - - - 12 - - - ---- 2-4-------;

L ...• u =~:!:'?-~ j .?O ~ 1_00 _

Table 5.6.5 Profile of educators according to formal training in special education

When asked about formal tra ining in special education most respondents 28, (56%)

answered no whilst 22, (44%) said yes.

%

44

56

100

-,
!

. ..~
- - - --- ----'

No

Total

For mal Training
-- ---- --

Yes

--t=----N-------------r
---- - -l - -

22 I
I ---- ---1--------- [. 2~-------t
~ .2~ . _

Table 5.6.6 Profile of educators according to qnalification

In reference to the table below on the qualifications of the respondents who were l--"

profiled, majority of respondents 33, (66%) showed that they possesed a diploma, 10,

(20%) indicated that they had a degree or honours and 6, (12%) of the respondents had a

certificate whilst 1, (2%) had a masters or doctoral qualification. (please refer to table on

the next page).
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I~ Qualifications . I -- ' N t % I
~------ ----------- ---- -.J.--------- --------------- -- ------- ------1
I - . Certificate I - - 6 . 12 1r----------Diploma L ---------33 --- --- ---r----- 66 - __

'---B.1~hclor'slHonourslB_F..d +-----------w------l-------=~~ _
--------- ---1----- -------------------'1 . l

Masters/Doctoral I ~ 2 J
C_-~_=_~~__T~~_. -l-=-~~~~~~=__==~=_I~ 100 __..J

Table 5.6.7 Opinions of educators on qualification requirement

A majority of respondents 43, (86%) answered yes whilst 6, (12%) said no.There was

also a no response noted by 1, (2%).

1 ---lQ,,:;i-j_~-.~~ ion Req-m-·r~~;~l1tF -------·---~~~~-_-_N_--
. - . Yes 43
I ------- No --------1-· - ·-6

r------N; response r----------t-
r------------------ ------~--- - - ---- ---.- .- - - - -t--- - -

Total i 50L . . . _

% -.

86

12

2

100

Table ::-:.6.8 Educators' schools having special facilities for learners with bar..iers

On the question about schools having special facilities for learners with barriers most

res, ondents 4 1, (82%) answered no and 8, (16%) gave yes as an answer. I , (2%) had no

response for this question.

16

82
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Table 5.1l.9 Opinion of eam:3tm' f~!.~ whether sd~ ~Is require special facilities

In reference to the table below OJ I th -. question of wt·::.ther schools required special .

facilities.. a majority of the responocnts 44; (R8%) noted a yes and 3, (6%) said no.,

Furthermore 3, (6%) noted they Iwd no response to the question.

1
·--·--------.---------- --·-.-----· c · - - - ·- --- --. -- --.-- .-- -- - - - - - - --- - .. .------- -.-------- ---.

Sehoots requiring special I N I % !
I f' ·j·t· b I +1 - I- aCI lIes . : . I

r ~=-_-- -~-_~-.-.~~-.- ------= =F==-====·~ ----~~-- ---. ---- 7 i

-===~~~!~SPO;lse==_=[.==__3 .===:-t ~- 6-- - -
-· L _. -, - Total - .--.J 50 I 100

(please Teter to the next page for analysis of section B)
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On Q uestion '2 respondents of24~ (48%) noted t hey strongly agree supported by 21~

(42%) who said they agree. These respondents were followed by 3~ (6%) ofrespondents

who noted that they disagree supported by a 1, (2%) who strongly disagreed. I, (2%) .

who noted that they did not know.

On Question 3 23, (46%) said they strongly agree supported by 21, (42%) who simply

agreed. The rest ofthe respondents 3, (6%) disagreed supported by 2~ (4%) who strongly:

disagreed. There was no response noted from respondents who noted that they don't

know.

On Question 424, (48%) of respondents strongly agreed whilst 18, (36%) just simply

agreed. There were 4, (8%) of respondents who strongly disagreed supported by 2, (4%)

who simply disagreed. The remaining respondents stated that they didn't know.

28 (56%)

21 (42%)

Table 5.6.10: Human rights
--------------- - --

Human SA I ----.---------- ---r----lA DK ! D ,I SD
l I,

Rights " I
1---- -=-- -+-----1------ -1 I' I

Ql 16 (32«X) 2 (4%) ! 2 (4%) - I, 2 (4%q
_~-&-t24(4i)- _-__-_1 (_2~~) _.1_3(6%) I I (2%~
-~1 23 (46%) ~2~44~ol ----------1 3(6%) Ii 2(4%) I

___94__ ' 24~48~L 18 (36%) , 2 (4%) I 2 (4%) ~ 4 ( 8%) !_________... L. ...L._ __ --.J

On the issue of Academic Education there were three questions and the response was as

follows in reference to the table below:
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On Question 5 most respondents 25 .. (50%) noted that they agree supported by 8, (16%) .
.. , " . ' . . '

of respondents who strongly agreed. 10, (20%) of the respondents said they don't kno w.

4, (8%) said they disagree whilst 3, (6%) strongly disagreed.

On Question 6 half ofthe overall res pondents who , ere profiled 25, (50%) agreed

supported by 3, (6%) who strongly agreed. 7, (14%) of the respondents said they don't

know. The remaining respondents 12, (24%) slid they disagree whilst 3, (6%) supported

them by noting that they strongly disagree.

On Question 7 a majority of23, (46%) respondents noted that they agree supported by 8,

(16%) who strongly agreed. 11, (22%) of respondents noted that they did not know. 6,

(12%) of respondents said they disagree supported by 4, (8%) who strongly disagreed.

Table 5.6.11 : Academic Education
---- - i

IDK D ~ SD

I
(20%) 4(8%) I 3 (6%)

(14%) I 12 (24%) Ii 3 (6%)

(22%) I 6 (12%) ~ 4(8%)

lA CADEMI--C ---r-- -- SA--- -.-- - - A- - -'!-- - -

_~~UCATION 1
L O_..:5_ __ _ _~_( 1 6%) _ 25 (5~%~ I 10

I Q6 :1 (6%) 25 (50%) t 7

[~ Q_i__L.-_~(1 2%)_r i3_(46~I10)-~

On the Social Education issue there were three questions in which respondents response

was captured as follows in reference to the table below:

On Q uestion 8 a majority of respondents 28, (56%) said they agree and they were

supported by 16, (32%) of the respondents who noted that they strongly agree. 3, (6%) of

respondents said they did not know. The remaining respondents 2, (4%) said they strongly

disagree and were supported by 1, (2%) who noted that they simply disagree.

On Question 9 25, (50%) of respondents said they agree and were supported by 16,

(32%) ofrespondents who said they strongly agree. 1, (2%) of respondents said they don't

know. 4, (8%) orrespondents said they disagree and were supported by 2, (4%) who

strongly disagreed.
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On Q uestio 10 23, (46%) of respondents agreed and were supported by 16, (32%}wh~

strongly agreed. · 2~ (4%) of respondents said they don't knov . 8, (16%) ofrespondents

said they disagree supported by I, (2'}Q) who noted they strongly disagree.

Table 5.6.12: Social Education

The results have been presented in the above sections. The following chapter, Chapter 6

win engage in discussion of the results .
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·CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OF RESl lLTS

The primary aim of this study is to investigate the intluence of teaching facilities and

teacher tra ining on the attitudes of educators towards the implementation of inclusive

education. The results of this study were presented in Chapter 5. This chapter will provide

a discussion ofthe results with the aim of answering the following critical questions

posed:

.1. What attitudes do primary school educators hold toward the integration of learners w ith

special needs into their local school settings?

2. Does fo rmal traini ng in special education influence the attitudes ofeducators?

3. Do tile facilities essential tor ed ucating learners with disabilities influence the attitudes

of educators?

6.1 FINDINGS

The discussion that follow s w ill present the main empirica l findings of this study, as well

as to relate these find ings to the literature study discussed in Chapter Two. The focus of

this discussion is directed by the research findings starting with the teachers' most

prevalent problems with integration.

In a discussion on the changing process in education., Donald, et a1. (1997) argued that

"what needs to be examined is wh at people believe about themselves and what they are

involved in, what they think and why they think it, and what they do, how they do it, and

why they do it (Donald, et al. 1997).
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It therefore, becomes important to note the fact that the participants' zoncems in this study

regarding inclusive education lie with the disabled learner. 'While inadequate.training, use

of teaching styles which may not meet the needs of some of the disabled learners, remain

a key element preventing access to education, other basic services such as access to .

teaching facilities or equipment also impinge on the learning process.

In this chapter, the discussion of results obtained from the questionnaire will be presented

with reference to the aims. Tables from the results will be referred to in order to elaborate

. on frequency distributions.

6.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.2.1 Total Sample of Educators

According to results in the previous chapter, fifty educators were profiled in Tables 5.6.J

. to 5.6.9 according to descriptors such as biographical details and teaching qualifications.

Significant results indicated that 80% ofthe respondents were female while 20% were

male. The majority of primary schools consist of female educators. In view of this,

caution should be exercised when making gender and race comparisons with regard to

attitude.

From the biographical information gathered, it is indicated that most of the respondents

were in tl e 40 to 49 year of age group (44%), which is significant since it is an indication

of experience and maturity. The majority of respondents also have valid teaching

qualifications ranging from diploma to post-graduate degree.
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While thi ;.~ curriculum is enabling in many ways, it does make new demands on teachers

and the experience is understandably stressful. According to Engelbrecht, et al (1999),

teachers need the.t ime and the psychological space to re-examine their general

understanding of teaching and learning. They may need support to be able.to focus on the

positive-rather than the negative aspects of change.

The general attitudes of the respondents in this study towards inclusion appe'1.f to be

mostly positive. They already have enough to deal with in their classrooms as they are

today. They have to cater for learners' emotional, disciplinary and behavioural problems.

During this transition phase, training is provided at various levels and by various

providers and is involving both in-service training (INSET) and pre-service training

(Department ofEducation, 2002). A significant part oftraining will focus on

paradigmatic shifts and practices that are consistent with the shift towards inclusive

education.

Although educators are receiving assistance with LSEN in their schools, they do not have

much faith in the Educational Support Services (ESS). The Institutional Support Teams

have been set up in most schools and there are Full Service Schools as well, which are

ordinary schools that will be equipped to address a full range ofbarriers to learning.

Although some kind of training is taking place, some teachers feel that one has to be as

specific type of person who chooses to work with LSEN. No teachers in general should

be forced to work with LSEN because of the government policy in which they have had

no say. Most of the respondents (86%) do not have formal training in special education,

and hence it can be assumed that these educators will have problems in dealing wi th

children who are experiencing barriers to learning. In addition to inadequate training; is.

the unavailability of facilities to cope with the difficulties experienced by learners.
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, \i.4 1NF -,UENe E OF TEACHER-TRAINING ON THE ATTITUDES Oli'. . . ... : . " - " "

EDUCATORS

That only 12% of the .reseondents felt adequately prepared to teach disabled learners in a

inclusive environment is a matter ofconcern for the education authorities. Inclusive

education has already bec ome a policy, yet 86% of the respondents felt unprepared, and

2% were uncertain as to whether they felt adequately prepared to teach in an inclusive

classroom. Although no :further analysis ofthe responses was made, it is possible that

those that felt adequately prepared are the ones who are working in Pilot Full-Service

Schools and those who had some exposure to inclusive education teaching techniques

(that is, JTST ' s have been set up in their schools).

Generally, the educators felt that qualifications in inclusive education should beobtained

by all educators. This was reflected in statements such as:

o Yes, there should be a course required where educators are made aware of needs!

advantages/ disadvantages of inclusive education in order to meet the needs of the

learners that they may come into contact with.

o Inclusive e-ducation should become part of teacher training.

'* Not all educators are suited to the education of learners with special needs.

• Only educators coming through the training system now should be required to do the '

course in Inclusive Education.
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Sometimes educators, often through inadequate training, use teaching styl..es which may

not meet the needs of some ofthe learners (Department of Education, 2002). An educator

may use a pace and style of teaching which limit the initiative and involvement: of

learners with high levels of ability or the pace which only accommodates those learners.

What is taught or the subjects which learners are able to choose may limit the learners

knowledge base or fail to develop the intellectual and emotional capacities of the learner.

Such barriers arise 'when sufficient attention is not given to balance skills which prepare

learners for work (vocational skills) and skills which prepare the learner tor coping with

lifeIl ife ski lls) (Department of Education, 2002). Some learners are excluded from

certain aspects of the curriculum as a result of ignorance or prejudice.

Th us, calls fOT teachers topromote more inclusive educational priorities will be viewed as

an add itional burden if, for example, they feel insecure, lack encouragement and are

provided with little serious, sustained and adequately resourced staff development

(Vlachou and Barton, 1994).

6.5 INFLUENCE OF TEACHING FACILITIES ON ATTITUDES OF

EDUCATORS

One of the most serious ways in which learners are prevented from accessing the

curriculum. is through inadequate provision ofmaterials or equipment they may need for

learning to rake place (Department of Education, 2002). Such barriers often affect

learners wi th disabilities who do not receive the necessary assistive devices which would

equip them to participate in the learning process. For example, blind learners are unable

to access the curriculum effectively ifappropriate Braille facilities and equipment are not

available and if educators are not skilled to teach Braille. Lack ofprovision ofassistive

devices for learners who require them may impair not only the learning process but also

their functional independence, preventing them from interacting with other learners and

participating independently in the learning environment (Department ofEducation, 2002).



'Die majority of respondent. (82%}-: ~a;l'Jed that :~1~,jr schools do not have special

fac ilities for learners with barriers. Ab:.•a t 38% respondents believed that ordinary schools

should have these special facilities in order to cater forlearners with special educational

needs. The explanations given for this ranged fro m lack ofappropriate support services at

schools whereby educators mightbecome better equipped with the necessary knowledge,

·to lack of sound provision of facilit ies tor establishing an equal education for all learners, '

regardless of their ability levels. The responses supported the finding that the majority of

educatorswere interested in and keen to k'TIOW more about inclusion education and also

willing to tea ch disabled learners but felt incompetent

In reference to chapter 5, Tables 5.6.10, 5.6.11 and 5.6.12 reflect educators' attitudes

relating to human rights, academic and social aspects towards the implementati on of

inclusive education.

Human Rights

Responses indicate educators thought that inclusive education promotes a culture that

welcomes, appreciates and accommodates all children regardless of their disabilities or

barriers (88%). Thus, children should not be devalued or discriminated against by being

excluded because of their disabilities (90%). Both inclusion and participation are essential

elements in the realization of human rights (90%). According to the educators, every

chi ld has a right to learn and must be given the opportunity to maintain an acceptable

level oflearning in the mainstream school (84%).

The above shows that the majority of educators felt that inclusive education creates the

condition to accommodate pupil diversity and facilitate the learning ofall children. It also

provides the rightto full participation and equal opportunities for children with

· disabilities . Disabled learners must not be excluded from sustainable human development

· programmes but they must be accepted as valued members of society,
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The major ity of educators (66%) felt that children would perform better academically and

socially in integrated settings. Only inclusive education supports a uniform education and

training system for all.learners (56%). Ed ucators (58%) felt that inclusive education is a

.more effi cient use of educational resources.

Among the reasons given by educators for the better performance of children with

disabil ities in mainstream classes is the support for developing educational opportunities

for these children and to ensure that these occur within the regular school system to the

greatest extent possible.

Socia l A pect

Most educators (88%) believed that inclusive education improves social integration.

Children who are socially integrated are unlikely to have problems with their social,

psychological and intellectual development. Educators (86%) felt that only inclusion has

a potentia) to reduce fear and build friendship, respect and understanding and it can be

regarded as building a rehabilitative and supportive society (78%).

The above discussion shows that the majority of educators believe that the inclusive

classroom fosters acceptance, tolerance and caring in all learners (Engelbrecht, et al,

1999). The educator has the responsibility of creating and maintaining a classroom

atmosphere which nurtures the personal, cognitive and social development ofall learners.
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l.L6 CONCLUSION

In th is study, the researcher researched the influence of teacher training and teaching

facilities on the attitudes ofprimary school tea chers towards the implementation of

. inclusive education. From the respondents ' responses, it would appear that the attitude of

educators towards inclusive education is positive.

It is ofparamount importance for more positive attitudes to be developed as this will

influence their interaction with learners with special educational needs.

From the results of the study, the respondents expressed the need. for training and

provision of teaching facilities. It appeared that these needs bear stronger weight and need

more urgent attention. Finally, this study shows some ofthe snags which may hinder the

.implementation of inclusive education.

The following chapter, Chapter Seven concludes the study, indicates the summary,

limitat ions and makes recommendations.
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SlJNIIVth.R'~l ~ 1,.nVHl'ATl ~:NS, R~:COMIVIEf'.Dr\TJONS AND CONCLUSION '

"[he purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of teaching facilities and teacher

training onthe att itudes of educators towards the implementation of inclusive education.

The critical questions which guided this research were:

1. \h'hat att itudes do primary school educators hold toward the integration of learners

with special needs into their local school settings?

2. Does forma l tra ining in special education influence the attitudes of educators?

3. Do the facilities essential for educating learners w ith disabilities influence the

atti tudes of educators?

7.1 SU!-yl1\tIARY

In the previous chapters, reference is made to the fact that South Africa is in a favourable

position in that it is only now implementing a policy that has been tried and tested in

numerous other countries for many years. Furthermore much research has been done on

what has led to successes, and problems, in the implementation of inclusion, in this case

specifically to the development of positive or negative attitudes towards inclusion.

The study has investigated the influence of teaching facilities and teacher training on the

att itudes of primary school educators towards the implementation of inclusive education. In

comparing the findings of this study to Chapter two, it would appear that there are factors

that have historically contributed to the development ofnegative attitudes inclusion,

currently seem to be the focus of the respondents of th is study.
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7.2 LIMITATIONS

The results of this have indicated that generally, primary school educators have positive

attitudes towards the implementation of inclusive education. The findings showed that the

.. servi ce deli very or implementation of inclusive education can be hampered by the

following factors:

a) . Educators feel that they lack proper training to attend to learners with special

educational needs, and also feel threatened by having to change their tried and

tested teaching methods;

b) Unavailability ofnecessary facilities, which will make educators unable to cope

with too many diversities in their classrooms.

e) Inadequate support services. Institution Support Teams have been set up only in

Pilot Schools, yet all the schools need support services in order to deal with

LSEN.

The above factors make educators feel inadequate and incompetent and therefore unable

to cope with the LSEN in mainstream classrooms..:
111e limitations mentioned below are related to this study:

a) Little research ern inclusion has been done in South Africa, so much of the

material has been drawn from international literature.

b) The sample size in this study was small and thereby limited the generalizability of

the results.

c) Questionnaires by nature always have limitations, interviews should have been

conducted with the educators in order to yield more reliable results.



'/3 UJ!:COM M ENDATI ONS .

' )11 the basis of the discussion of results, the ItJ11o;,Ning recommendations are made:

" Skills training ofan educators on inclusive education, should take place

together with provision of good support systems from Educational Support

Services. Educators should be exposed to relevant workshops to help them cope

with inclusive education before the implementation.

..All the mainstream schools should be equipped with necessary teaching

faci lities in order to cater for all diversities.

• A well controlled study of primary school educators in rural, semi-urban and

urban schools would likely yield more reliable findings.

" A few random!y selected subjects of the sample should be re-visited to ascertain

the reliability of the ir responses.

7.4 CONCLUSiON

The study has been successful in showing us the nature and intensity of the challenges or

difficulties experienced by the ed ucators in their efforts to promote more inclusive

educational prac tices. From the responses from the respondents, it would appear that the

attitude IJfeducators towards inclusive educa tion is generally positive. More positive

att itudes have to be developed with the assistance ofthe Education Support Services.

Thisgoal can be achieved by exposing educators to more workshops on inclusive

ed ucation and provision of necessary teaching facilities.
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14 Limecastle close

Castlehill

Newlands West

4037

September 2004

The Principal

Dear Sir/Madam

REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO SIJBMIT QlJESTIONNAIRES TO

EDUCATORS IN YOUR INSTITUTION

I am present ly preparing a mini-dissertion for Master's Degree in Educational Psychology,

and 1 hereby requ est permission to submit copies of the attached questionnaires to the

educators in your institution . The proposal of my mini-dissertion has already been

approved by the Department of Educational Psychology, University ofkwaZulu Natal

(Durban-Westville Campus).

The aim of my mini-dissertation is to investigate the influence of teaching facilities and

teacher training on the attitudes of educators towards the implementation of

inclusive education. At this particular j uncture, it is anticipated that information of thi s

kind could be of definite value to the Department.

Perm ission fer me to proceed with this survey would be greatly appreciated. I thank you

in ant icipation of a favourable response.



Thank you for your assistance, Should you be unclear about any information and need

clarification. You may contact me at the above address or:

TELEPHONE: (HOME) (031) 5782162

(lNORK) (031) 7162823

(CELL) 072 ~~ I99345

MILLICENT GUGULETI-fU BHENGU(MRS)

EJ'vl KGANYE

DISCRICT MANAGER.:PINETOWN DlSTRlCT

DATE

DATE



ATTITUDE SURVEY

Q UESTIONNAIRE .FOR COIVIP LETION BY EDUCATORS IN THE PRIMARY SCH OOL S

Notes:

1, Please do not write your name on anyof these documents.

2. Completion of this.questionnaire is anonymous .

3. Unless otherwise indicated, 'please indicate your answer by making an X in the appropriate
section.

SECTION A

BACKGROUND Th-rFORMATION

PlaceX as appropriate

1. Race:

2: Gender:

'White 0
African D

Male 0
Female D ,

3. Age Range: 0- 29 years 0
30 - 39 D
40 - 49 D
50 + D

-1.1 . Do you have any formal training ~11 special education?

Yes

No

[J
[ J

4.2 Highest professional qualification:

Certificate []

D~~ma []

---1
Bachelor' s/Honm.lrs/B.Ed L ,

-1'"Masters / Doctorate ._ .J



4.3 Should all educators be required tc obtain qualifications in inclusive education? Givereasons.

--------.-_._._. .._.._-_._-_ .._--_....._ - --

._ - - - --- _._ - ---_._._.....__ ..•_-- -- - - - _._ - - - -

--_•._------ - _ . ._ - -

-----_._----
(

5.1 Does your school have specialfacilities for learnerswith baniers.

Yes

No

D
o

5.2 Do schools require special facilities for learners with barriers. What facilities do they require?

-------_.

_._--_._ .-._ - -



3

, SE' ,CrrH' ) T'11 'I F; ,
~ L ., . ,_ - _04 .

Listed below are a number of attitudinal statements. Pleaserea.d each ofthe following statements and
then rate each one on the .scale provided for 1 - "Strongly agree ", to 5 - "Strongly disagree ". For
example, if your answer t(~ a question is "agree", you should m~ke a cross under number 2 next to the

statement, etc.

NOTES:

1. The-scale is arranged asfollows:

[1]
(2]'
(3]
(4]
[5]

SA StronglyAgree
A Agree
DK Don't Know
D. l)isa~ee

SD StronglyDisagree

2. Terms used ,
"InclusiveEducation"refersto schoolingthataccommodates everychildirrespectiveofdisability
and ensures that all learnersbelongto a community.

"Learning barrier" / "Learning Disability" refers to a condition associated with the nervous
systemwhichinterferes withthe capacity to mastera skill suchas speech,writing and calculation
with 'numbers. .

I
I

II

II
\

I

I SA I A [iIfJHUMAN RIGHTS DK D SD.

L Inclusive educationpromotes cultures that welcome, 1 2 3 4 5
appreciate and accommodate diversity. _.

2. Childrenshould not be devalued or discriminated
. against by being excluded because of their disability 1 2 3 4 5

or learningbarrier.
--
3. Inclusion and participation are essential elements in 1 2 3 4 5

the realisation ofhumandignity.
I -

4. Every child has the rightto education and must be

u_c
I

giventhe opportunityto achieve andmaintain an 1
I

\5acceptablelevel oflearning in the mainstream
'school. I--



4

----- -
---~

-
Li] CU -,

ACADEMIC EDUCATION
.-

SA DK SD I- - -
Children do better academically and socially, in 1 2 3 , 4 5 I

integrated settings.
I

Only inclusive education supports a uniform 1 -- 2" 3 4 5
education andtraining system for all learners.

Given commitment and support, inclusive education 1 2 3 4 5 I
I

is a more efficient use of educational resources.
~-

r =t
15.
I
! 6.
I

..
I SA I A I DK I D ISDJSOCIAL EDUCATION

8. Inclusive education improves social integration. 1 2 3 4 5
f----.--

9. Only inclusion has the potential to reduce fear and to 1 2 3 4 5
build friendship, respect andunderstanding.

\10. .Inclusive education builds a rehabilitative and 1 2 3 4 5
_~llpportive society. -!
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